Developmental Resonance Network.
Adaptive resonance theory (ART) networks deal with normalized input data only, which means that they need the normalization process for the raw input data, under the assumption that the upper and lower bounds of the input data are known in advance. Without such an assumption, ART networks cannot be utilized. To solve this problem and improve the learning performance, inspired by the ART networks, we propose a developmental resonance network (DRN) by employing new techniques of a global weight and node connection and grouping processes. The proposed DRN learns the global weight converging to the unknown range of the input data and properly clusters by grouping similar nodes into one. These techniques enable DRN to learn the raw input data without the normalization process while retaining the stability, plasticity, and memory usage efficiency without node proliferation. Simulation results verify that our DRN, applied to the unsupervised clustering problem, can cluster raw data properly without a prior normalization process.